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Abstract
We review studies on tissue transplantation experiments for various species: one
piece of the donor tissue is excised, and transplanted into a slit in the host tissue, then
observe the behavior of this grafted tissue. Although we have known some results of
transplantation experiments, there are many more possible experiments that we do
not know the results of. We develop a penalty function-based method that uses the
results of known experiments to infer the results of unknown experiments. Similar ex-
periments without similar results get penalized, and correspond to smaller probability.
This method can provide the most probable results of a group of experiments, or the
probability of a specific result for each experiment. This method is also generalized to
other situations.
Keywords.
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Highlights.
(1) Review of tissue transplantation experiments for various species.
(2) A penalty function-based method that infers unknown results of binary experiments.
(3) Generalized methods for experiments with stochastic results or multiple results.
1 Introduction
In this paper we concern tissue transplantation experiments of various species. During the
development of embryos, one piece of the donor tissue is excised, and transplanted into a
slit in the host tissue, then observe how the grafted tissue behaves. Since the grafted tissue
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2is placed in an unfamiliar environment, it might be assimilated by the host [1], or even
transdifferentiate into a third tissue that is neither donor nor host [16]. The development
might also exhibit abnormalities [15]. According to the tissue type and normality, the fate
of the grafted tissue can be roughly classified into eight possibilities: develop normally as
host tissue; develop abnormally as host tissue; develop normally as donor tissue; develop
abnormally as host tissue; develop normally as a third tissue; develop abnormally as a third
tissue; develop totally abnormally that cannot determine tissue type; death. For example,
if one piece of Xenopus laevis upper lateral lip (developmental stage 11) is transplanted
to lower lip (developmental stage 11), it will develop normally as lower lip, the host tissue
[25]. The transplanted tissue might induce a new structure (head/base/limb) [29], or even
induce a new structure in another species [28, 32]. In some experiments, the results are
deterministic, while others are stochastic (e.g. develops normally with probability 60%).
Just for Xenopus laevis, there are around 1000 tissues across around 70 stages [33].
Thus there are millions or even billions of possible tissue transplantation experiments,
among which only a few have been executed. Considering other commonly studied species,
there could be trillions of unknown experiments. To extend our understanding of tissue
transplantation, we need some methods to infer the results of unknown experiments, based
on the known experiments.
Besides the known experimental results, there are some common sense in biology that
might help in the inference of unknown results. Some tissues are more similar, while some
are not. We expect that transplantations between similar tissues are more likely to produce
normal results. Similar experiments (similar hosts and similar donors) tend to have similar
results.
With such knowledge, the experiments can be represented by a graph, where each
experiment is a node, and similar experiments are linked by edges. Each node has a label,
namely the experimental result. Now the problem is to infer partially observed labels on a
graph.
We adopt a penalty function that evaluates guesses of experimental results according
to the graph structure. Using this method, we can obtain the most probable results of a
group of experiments, or the probability of a specific result for each experiment.
The above method works when the known experiments have deterministic results. For
experiments with stochastic results, we can decompose them into deterministic results
with different probabilities, and apply the above method, then take average. Besides, the
penalty function can be modified to accommodate experiments with more than two results.
In Section 2, we review studies on tissue transplantation experiments. In Section 3, we
develop a method to infer the results of unknown experiments, where known experiments
have deterministic binary results. In Section 4, we generalize this method to experiments
with stochastic results. In Section 5, we generalize this method to experiments with more
than two results. We finish with some discussions in Section 6.
3Donor tissue
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 ? NH AH AH AH AH NH
PM19 ? NH ? NH NH ? ?
PM15 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Host UL11 ? NH ? NH NH ? ?
tissue LL11 ? NH ? NH NH ? ?
LL15 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
LL19 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Table 1: Xenopus laevis transplantation experimental results reported by Krneta-Stankic
et al. [25]. AM is anterior paraxial mesoderm; PM is presomitic mesoderm; UL is upper
lateral lip; LL is lower lip. Number is developmental stage. NH means normal host; AH
means abnormal host. Question marks are experiments with unknown results.
2 Summary of transplantation experiments
There are many works that concern tissue transplantation experiments on various species:
Xenopus laevis and Xenopus Borealis [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21,
22, 25, 26, 31, 34, 35, 36], chick [15, 20, 32, 37], Hydra attenuata [29], Cancer gracilis and
other crabs [23, 24]. We consider a standard paradigm: one tissue that appears in normal
development (donor tissue) is transplanted to another tissue (possibly with the removal
of some tissues) that appears in normal development (host tissue), then observe what the
grafted tissue will develop into (host tissue, donor tissue, or neither), and whether the
development is normal or abnormal. We introduce eight major experiments that fit this
paradigm.
(1) In the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al. [25], Xenopus laevis mesoderm
and lip tissues were transplanted between each other. The grafted tissues all developed like
host tissues, while some of them were normal (denoted by NH), and some were abnormal
(denoted by AH). Results are presented in Table 1. For example, the entry “AH” with
host “AM19” and donor “PM15” means that if we take a piece of presomitic mesoderm at
stage 15 (denoted by PM15), and transplant it to anterior paraxial mesoderm at stage 19
(denoted by AM19), the grafted tissue will develop abnormally as the host tissue (AH).
(2) In the experiments reported by Henry and Grainger [16], the presumptive lens
ectoderm (which would develop into lens) of Xenopus laevis was removed from the lens-
forming region, and different ectoderm tissues were transplanted to this location, to check
whether the grafted tissue could develop into lens. The experimental results are stochastic:
some cases had lens formation, some did not. Results are shown in Table 2. For example,
the entry “61%” with host “LFR\PLE14” and donor “PLE11” means that if we transplant
a piece of presumptive lens ectoderm at stage 11 (denoted by PLE11) to the lens forming
4Donor tissue
PLE11 PLE12 PLE14 PLE16 PLE19
LFR\PLE14 61% 58% 82% ? ?
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE16 ? ? ? ? ?
LFR\PLE19 4% 24% 83% ? 100%
Donor tissue
AVE11 AVE12 AVE14 AVE16 AVE19
LFR\PLE14 29% 50% 14% 0% 0%
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE16 ? ? ? ? ?
LFR\PLE19 8% 13% 0% ? 0%
Donor tissue
PVE11 PVE12 PVE14 PVE16 PVE19
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE14 11% 16% 4% 0% ?
Table 2: Xenopus laevis transplantation experimental results reported by Henry and
Grainger [16]. PLE is presumptive lens ectoderm; AVE is anterior ventral ectoderm; PVE
is posterior ventral ectoderm; LFR\PLE is lens-forming region without presumptive lens
ectoderm. Number is developmental stage. Percentage is lens formation rate. Question
mark means the experiment is not executed.
region without presumptive lens ectoderm at stage 14 (denoted by LFR\PLE14), there
will be 61% cases with lens formation.
(3) In the experiments reported by Hamburger [15], chick limb bud primordia (LB) was
transplanted to the right side of chick body (CB) at the same developmental stage. The
grafted tissue might lead to normal limb (normal donor, ND), defective limb (abnormal
donor, AD) or atypical outgrowth (totally abnormal, TA). Tissues are from six develop-
mental stages, directly named stage 1 to stage 6. Results are presented in Table 3. For
example, the entry with host “LB1” means that if we transplant chick limb bud primordia
at stage 1 to chick body at stage 1, there will be 36% cases of normal development as
donor, 36% cases of abnormal development as donor, and 28% cases of totally abnormal
development.
(4) In the experiments reported by Jones and Woodland [21], Xenopus laevis animal
caps at different stages were transplanted to Xenopus Borealis vegetal plugs at different
stages, to observe whether the grafted tissue could be induced to form mesoderm. The
experimental results are stochastic: some cases had induced mesoderm, some did not.
5Donor tissue
LB1 LB2 LB3 LB4 LB5 LB6
ND 36% ND 58% ND 83% ND 61% ND 39% ND 9%
Host
tissue
CB at the same
stage with donor
AD 36% AD 25% AD 4% AD 13% AD 17% AD 11%
TA 28% TA 17% TA 13% TA 26% TA 44% TA 80%
Table 3: Transplantation experimental results reported by Hamburger [15]. LB is chick
limb bud primordia, CB is right side of chick body. Number is developmental stage. Grafted
tissues could develop normally as donor tissue (ND), develop abnormally as donor tissue
(AD), or totally abnormally (TA), with different probabilities.
Reformulated results are presented in Table 4.
(5) In the experiments reported by Arresta et al. [1], different Xenopus laevis tissues
were transplanted to the vitreous chamber of the right eye (lens removed), to check whether
the grafted tissue could develop into lens tissue. The experimental results are stochastic:
some cases had lens formation, some did not. Results are presented in Table 5.
(6) In the experiments reported by Elliott et al. [11], ear, heart, liver or somite of
Xenopus laevis were transplanted to the orbit with eye removed. The experimental results
are stochastic: some developed normally as donor tissue (ND), some developed abnormally
as donor tissue (AD), some just died out (DE). Results are shown in Table 6.
(7) In the experiments reported by Kao and Chang [23, 24], claw tissues of different
crabs (Cancer gracilis, Cancer productus, Cancer anthonyi, Cancer jordani) were trans-
planted to autotomized stumps of the fourth walking leg. The grafted tissue might lead to
normal leg (normal host, NH), abnormal leg (abnormal host, AH) or claw (normal donor,
ND). Table 7 presents partial results.
(8) In the experiments reported by Smith and Slack [34], the dorsal marginal zone of
Xenopus laevis at stage 10 was transplanted to the ventral marginal zone at stage 10,
and the grafted tissue developed abnormally as the donor tissue. On the other hand, the
ventral marginal zone at stage 10 was transplanted to the dorsal marginal zone at stage
10, and the grafted tissue either developed normally as the host tissue, or became totally
abnormal.
3 Inference of the unknown experimental results
3.1 Possible ideas on experimental results inference
From the known experiments, it is difficult to infer the unknown experimental results
directly. An empirical law summarized from one group of experiments could be falsified
by another group of experiments. For example, from the experiments reported by Krneta-
6Donor tissue
A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A10.5 A11
D5 ? ? ? ? ? 82% 82% 62.5% ?
D6 ? ? ? ? ? ? 50% 62.5% ?
D7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 45% 20% 0%
D8 ? ? ? ? ? ? 100% 20% 0%
Host D9 ? 62.5% 85% 85% ? ? 100% ? ?
tissue D10 8% 72% 77% 77% ? ? 100% ? ?
D10.5 0% 8% 54.5% 54.5% 54.5% ? ? ? ?
D11 ? ? ? ? 0% 0% 0% ? ?
D12 ? ? ? ? 0% 0% 0% ? ?
Table 4: Transplantation experimental results reported by Jones and Woodland [21] (re-
formulated). A4–A11 are animal caps of Xenopus laevis at corresponding stages. D5–D12
are vegetal plugs of Xenopus borealis at corresponding stages. Percentage is mesoderm
induction rate. Question mark means the experiment is not executed.
Donor tissue
HE24 HE26 HE30 HE40
Host tissue VC55 60% 47% 33% 27%
Donor tissue
VFE24 VFE26 VFE30 VFE40
Host tissue VC55 13% 7% 0% 0%
Donor tissue
EVF44 EVF46 EVF48
Host tissue VC55 0% 0% 0%
Donor tissue
EE44 EE46 EE48
Host tissue VC55 20% 5% 0%
Table 5: Xenopus laevis transplantation experimental results reported by Arresta et al.
[1]. HE is ectoderm above the forebrain; VFE is ventral part of flank ectoderm; EVF
is epidermis of the ventral part of the flank; EE is epidermis above the forebrain; VC is
vitreous chamber of right eye (lens removed). Number is developmental stage. Percentage
is lens formation rate.
7Donor tissue
Ear, Heart, Liver, Somite,
stage 24-26 stage 27 stage 42 stage 24-25
ND 56% ND 32% ND 90% ND 100%
Host
tissue
Orbit without
eye, stage 24-26
AD 36% AD 42% AD 0% AD 0%
DE 8% DE 26% DE 10% DE 0%
Table 6: Xenopus laevis transplantation experimental results reported by Elliott et al.
[11]. Grafted tissues could develop normally as donor tissue (ND), develop abnormally as
donor tissue (AD), or die (DE), with different probabilities.
Donor tissue
Dactyl
Dactyl
contralateral
Pollex
Pollex
contralateral
Ischium
Host
tissue
Fourth
walking
leg
NH 92%
AH 0%
ND 8%
NH 79%
AH 14%
ND 7%
NH 75%
AH 25%
ND 0%
NH 70%
AH 0%
ND 30%
NH 91%
AH 0%
ND 9%
Table 7: Transplantation experimental results (incomplete) reported by Kao and Chang
[23]. Different claw tissues of Cancer gracilis were transplanted to the autotomized stump
of the fourth walking leg. The result can be a normal leg (NH), abnormal leg (AH) or claw
(ND) with different probabilities.
8Stankic et al. [25], one might guess that exchanging donor and host does not affect the
result. However, this is not true in the experiments reported by Smith and Slack [34]. The
experiments reported by Arresta et al. [1] imply that normal development rate decreases
as developmental stage increases, which is not the case in the experiments reported by
Henry and Grainger [16].
The experimental results can be represented by a matrix with unknown entries. This
is similar to the “matrix completion” problem [6, 30]. The most common setting of matrix
completion problems is: for an n × n matrix, only some entries are known. The goal is
to find a matrix M , whose rank is at most r (r ≪ n), and minimizes a penalty function.
Generally, we get a penalty if (1) entries of M do not match our knowledge; (2) the norm
of M is large. Nevertheless, known methods deal with numerical matrices, not nominal
matrices in our case. Besides, entries in our case cannot be added or multiplied, thus “rank”
is not applicable. Therefore, methods on matrix completion problems are not suitable.
Still, introducing a penalty function is a good idea to evaluate guesses of the unknown
experimental results. The question is when we should apply a penalty. We have two basic
observations: (1) if donor tissue and host tissue are similar/not similar, the transplantation
result tends to be normal/abnormal; (2) similar experiments (with similar donors and
similar hosts) tend to have similar results. Now the task is to clarify the similarity between
tissues, and design a proper penalty function.
3.2 Similarities between tissues and between experiments
We expect that biological knowledge of similarities between tissues could provide partial
prior knowledge on the results of unknown experiments. For example, we can measure
the similarity through comparing the transcriptome information or concentrations of some
important molecules between tissues. Another choice is to calculate the distance between
tissues on the developmental tree [38]. Nevertheless, the developmental history of tissues
is highly tangled, and the distance between tissues is difficult to define [4].
In this paper, the aim is not to quantify the tissue similarity through experiments,
but to illustrate what inference we can make when the tissue similarity has been given.
Therefore, we artificially and rather arbitrarily assign the similarities between tissues and
between experiments. We will also study the influence of different versions of similarities
on the inference results.
Consider the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al. [25] in Table 1 with seven
different tissues of two classes: mesoderms (AM19, PM19, PM15) and lips (UL11, LL11,
LL15, LL19). We stipulate that a mesoderm tissue and a lip tissue (e.g. AM19 and LL11)
have low similarity; same type of tissue at different stages (e.g. LL11 and LL15) or similar
types of tissues at the same stage (e.g. UL11 and LL11) have high similarity; other pairs
(e.g. UL11 and LL15) have medium similarity. Figure 1 illustrates similarities between
tissues. This version of similarity relationship is named “tissue similarity chart A”, and
more versions will be discussed later. For each experiment, we can make a prediction: if
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Figure 1: Tissue similarity chart A for the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et
al. [25]. High similarity corresponds to double line; medium similarity corresponds to
single line; low similarity corresponds to no line. AM is anterior paraxial mesoderm; PM
is presomitic mesoderm; UL is upper lateral lip; LL is lower lip. Number is developmental
stage.
donor and host have high or medium similarity, the result tends to be normal; otherwise
the result tends to be abnormal.
With the similarities between tissues being established, we can correspondingly define
the similarities between experiments. We stipulate that two experiments have high simi-
larity if they have the same host and highly similar donors, or the same donor and highly
similar hosts (e.g. {UL11,LL11} and {UL11,LL15}); two experiments have medium simi-
larity if they have highly similar hosts and highly similar donors (e.g. {AM19,UL11} and
{PM19,LL11}); other experiments have low similarity (e.g. {AM19,UL11} and {PM15,LL15}).
To simplify the problem, we assume that exchanging donor and host does not affect the
experimental result (as shown in the experiments reported by Smith and Slack [34], this is
not always true), and they are regarded as the same experiment. Due to such symmetry,
there are six results that can be presumed (all with donor AM19). Besides, four experiments
on the diagonal, namely those with the same host and donor (e.g. {LL19,LL19}), were
not executed. Since it is transplantation of a tissue to itself, the result can be presumed to
be NH. All these presumed results are in italic font in corresponding tables. With these
presumptions, the number of distinct unknown experiments is reduced to 12. Figure 2
illustrates similarities between experiments, determined by tissue similarity chart A (Figure
1). Similar experiments tend to have the same results.
3.3 Penalty function
We have constructed a graph, where nodes are experiments, and edges describe similar-
ities between experiments. Each experiment has two possible results, normal (+1) and
abnormal (-1). We need a penalty function, so that a configuration of guesses on unknown
experiments gets penalized if (1) similar experiments have different results; (2) the result
of an experiment violates our prediction.
We can refer to the Ising model [8] in ferromagnetism, which allows phase transition.
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Figure 2: Similarities between experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al. [25].
Red underlined/black entries are experiments with unknown/known results. Dou-
ble/single/no line corresponds to high/medium/low similarity between experiments. To
simplify the graph structure, the same experiment with known results can appear multiple
times, and the similarities between experiments with known results are omitted. AM is
anterior paraxial mesoderm; PM is presomitic mesoderm; UL is upper lateral lip; LL is
lower lip. Number is developmental stage. NH means normal host; AH means abnormal
host.
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It considers a set of lattice sites (e.g. 2D square lattice), where each site k has a variable
σk that takes +1 or −1. For each pair of neighboring sites i, j, there is a coefficient Jij ≥ 0
that describes the interaction between i, j. For each site j, there is a coefficient hj that
represents the external field. For a configuration σ of variables over all sites, the energy is
given by
H(σ) = −
∑
i∼j
Jijσiσj −
∑
j
hjσj,
where i ∼ j means sites i, j are neighboring. The probability of a configuration σ is
Pβ(σ) = e
−βH(σ)/Zβ ,
where β = (kBT )
−1, and Zβ =
∑
σ e
−βH(σ) is the normalization constant. Configuration
with high energy (high penalty) has small probability. Therefore, a configuration is less
likely (with high penalty) if (1) neighboring sites have different values; (2) the value σj and
the external field hj have different signs (incompatible).
Now we can see the analogy between this model and tissue transplantation: lattice⇔graph;
site⇔experiment; binary variable (+1,−1)⇔result (normal, abnormal); neighboring sites⇔similar
experiments. The penalty conditions also have analogies: (1) neighboring sites (⇔similar
experiments) have different values (⇔results); (2) site value (⇔result) and external field
(⇔prediction) are incompatible.
To this point, the final analogy emerges: energy function⇔penalty function. It is clear
that we can use the energy function H(σ) as our penalty function.
We need to warn that the analogy does not mean any physical relationship between
tissue transplantation and ferromagnetism or phase transition. Also, the parameters we
shall use (especially β) do not have physical meanings.
In this paper, we slightly modify the external field term hjσj, and adopt the following
form of penalty function:
H(σ) = −
∑
i∼j
Jijσiσj −
∑
j
hjpijσj .
Here σi is the result of experiment i, taking value +1 or −1; Jij describes the strength of
similarity between experiments i, j; hj ≥ 0 describes the strength of prediction; pij is the
prediction of experiment j, taking value +1 or −1 (if we do not have a prediction, ignore
pij and set hj = 0).
In the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al. [25], regard the result NH as
+1, and AH as −1. For any experiment, set hj = h0, where h0 is a properly chosen
parameter. For an experiment j with donor and host with high or medium similarity,
set pij = 1; otherwise set pij = −1. For two experiments i, j that have high similarity,
set Jij = 2J0; for medium similarity, set Jij = J0; otherwise, set Jij = 0. Here J0 is a
properly chosen parameter. For a configuration, we can calculate its penalty function, and
define its probability as: Pβ(σ) = e
−βH(σ)/Zβ, where β is a properly chosen parameter,
and Zβ =
∑
σ e
−βH(σ) is the normalization constant.
12
Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 NH NH AH AH AH AH NH
PM19 NH NH NH NH NH NH NH
PM15 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
Host UL11 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL11 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL15 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL19 NH NH NH NH NH NH NH
Table 8: Inferred most probable configuration in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25], with J0 = 1, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity chart A. Red underlined
entries are inferred results, black italic entries are presumed results, and black normal
entries are reported results. The value of β does not affect in determining the most probable
configuration.
3.4 Inference results under different conditions
For the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al. [25], we can calculate the probability
Pβ(σ) of each configuration σ with chosen values of parameters J0, h0, β. We can determine
the most probable configuration, and also calculate the expectation of all configurations
(the percentage of each experiment to be NH or AH).
For experiment similarities determined by tissue similarity chart A (Figure 1), Tables
8,9,10 present the most probable configuration for different values of J0, h0. Notice that
β does not affect which the most probable configuration is. Tables 11,12,13,14 present
the expectation of all configurations (in the form of NH percentage) for different values
of β, J0, h0. Red underlined entries are inferred results, black italic entries are presumed
results , and black normal entries are reported results. Under different choices of parameter
values, the inferred results keep being reasonable.
Besides the parameters, the tissue/experiment similarity relationship, shown as the
structure of tissue/experiment similarity charts (Figures 1,2), also affects the inference
results. We believe that the same tissue at different stages should still have high similarity,
and one lip tissue and one mesoderm tissue should have low similarities. We consider
two more tissue similarity charts (Figures 3,4), where we change the similarities between
UL11 and LL11/LL15/LL19, and similarities between AM19 and PM15/PM19. With new
tissue similarity charts, we use the same method in Section 3.2 to determine experiment
similarities, and use the same inference method with parameters for Tables 8,11. Figure
3 and Tables 15,16 present tissue similarity chart B (experiment similarity chart omitted)
and corresponding inference results. Figure 4 and Tables 17,18 present tissue similarity
chart C (experiment similarity chart omitted) and corresponding inference results. We can
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Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 NH NH AH AH AH AH NH
PM19 NH NH NH NH NH AH AH
PM15 AH NH NH AH AH AH AH
Host UL11 AH NH AH NH NH NH NH
LL11 AH NH AH NH NH NH NH
LL15 AH AH AH NH NH NH NH
LL19 NH AH AH NH NH NH NH
Table 9: Inferred most probable configuration in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25], with J0 = 0.5, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity chart A. Red underlined
entries are inferred results, black italic entries are presumed results, and black normal
entries are reported results. The value of β does not affect in determining the most probable
configuration.
Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 NH NH AH AH AH AH NH
PM19 NH NH NH NH NH NH NH
PM15 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
Host UL11 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL11 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL15 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL19 NH NH NH NH NH NH NH
Table 10: Inferred most probable configuration in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25], with J0 = 1, h0 = 0.5 and tissue similarity chart A. Red underlined
entries are inferred results, black italic entries are presumed results, and black normal
entries are reported results. The value of β does not affect in determining the most probable
configuration.
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Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
PM19 100% 100% 65% 100% 100% 49% 56%
PM15 0% 65% 100% 62% 62% 53% 54%
Host UL11 0% 100% 62% 100% 100% 81% 81%
LL11 0% 100% 62% 100% 100% 90% 90%
LL15 0% 49% 53% 81% 90% 100% 86%
LL19 100% 56% 54% 81% 90% 86% 100%
Table 11: Inferred probability of having “NH” result in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, black italic entries are
presumed results, and black normal entries are reported results. Calculated by taking
expectations over all configurations, with β = 0.1, J0 = 1, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity
chart A.
Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
PM19 100% 100% 57% 100% 100% 45% 49%
PM15 0% 57% 100% 53% 52% 47% 47%
Host UL11 0% 100% 52% 100% 100% 67% 67%
LL11 0% 100% 52% 100% 100% 74% 74%
LL15 0% 45% 47% 67% 74% 100% 71%
LL19 100% 49% 47% 67% 74% 71% 100%
Table 12: Inferred probability of having “NH” result in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, black italic entries are
presumed results, and black normal entries are reported results. Calculated by taking
expectations over all configurations, with β = 0.1, J0 = 0.5, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity
chart A.
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Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
PM19 100% 100% 65% 100% 100% 54% 61%
PM15 0% 65% 100% 65% 67% 58% 59%
Host UL11 0% 100% 65% 100% 100% 79% 79%
LL11 0% 100% 67% 100% 100% 89% 89%
LL15 0% 54% 58% 79% 89% 100% 84%
LL19 100% 61% 59% 79% 89% 84% 100%
Table 13: Inferred probability of having “NH” result in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, black italic entries are
presumed results, and black normal entries are reported results. Calculated by taking
expectations over all configurations, with β = 0.1, J0 = 1, h0 = 0.5 and tissue similarity
chart A.
Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
PM19 100% 100% 77% 100% 100% 61% 68%
PM15 0% 77% 100% 75% 75% 66% 67%
Host UL11 0% 100% 75% 100% 100% 97% 97%
LL11 0% 100% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100%
LL15 0% 61% 66% 97% 100% 100% 98%
LL19 100% 68% 67% 97% 100% 98% 100%
Table 14: Inferred probability of having “NH” result in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, black italic entries are
presumed results, and black normal entries are reported results. Calculated by taking
expectations over all configurations, with β = 0.2, J0 = 1, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity
chart A.
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Figure 3: Tissue similarity chart B for the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al.
[25]. High similarity corresponds to double line; medium similarity corresponds to single
line; low similarity corresponds to no line. AM is anterior paraxial mesoderm; PM is
presomitic mesoderm; UL is upper lateral lip; LL is lower lip. Number is developmental
stage.
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Figure 4: Tissue similarity chart C for the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al.
[25]. High similarity corresponds to double line; medium similarity corresponds to single
line; low similarity corresponds to no line. AM is anterior paraxial mesoderm; PM is
presomitic mesoderm; UL is upper lateral lip; LL is lower lip. Number is developmental
stage.
see that the change of tissue similarity chart (and thus the change of experiment similarity
chart) has similar effects with the change of parameter values, and the inferred results are
reasonable.
3.5 Discussion
In summary, the procedure for inferring experiments with deterministic binary results is:
(1) determine the similarities between tissues; (2) determine the similarities between ex-
periments; (3) use the similarities to determine Jij , hj and pij ; (4) for each configuration
of unknown results, calculate its penalty function and probability with properly chosen
parameters; (5) choose the most probable configuration, or take expectation on configura-
tions.
Tissue/experiment similarities and parameters in the penalty function can affect the
inference results. For the experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al. [25], we show that
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Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 NH NH AH AH AH AH NH
PM19 NH NH NH NH NH NH NH
PM15 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
Host UL11 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL11 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL15 AH NH NH NH NH NH NH
LL19 NH NH NH NH NH NH NH
Table 15: Inferred most probable configuration in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25], with J0 = 1, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity chart B. Red underlined
entries are inferred results, black italic entries are presumed results, and black normal
entries are reported results. The value of β does not affect in determining the most probable
configuration.
Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
PM19 100% 100% 69% 100% 100% 57% 57%
PM15 0% 69% 100% 55% 57% 54% 54%
Host UL11 0% 100% 55% 100% 100% 67% 67%
LL11 0% 100% 57% 100% 100% 84% 84%
LL15 0% 57% 54% 67% 84% 100% 84%
LL19 100% 57% 54% 67% 84% 84% 100%
Table 16: Inferred probability of having “NH” result in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, black italic entries are
presumed results, and black normal entries are reported results. Calculated by taking
expectations over all configurations, with β = 0.1, J0 = 1, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity
chart B.
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Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 NH NH AH AH AH AH NH
PM19 NH NH NH NH NH AH AH
PM15 AH NH NH AH AH AH AH
Host UL11 AH NH AH NH NH NH NH
LL11 AH NH AH NH NH NH NH
LL15 AH AH AH NH NH NH NH
LL19 NH AH AH NH NH NH NH
Table 17: Inferred most probable configuration in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25], with J0 = 1, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity chart C. Red underlined
entries are inferred results, black italic entries are presumed results, and black normal
entries are reported results. The value of β does not affect in determining the most probable
configuration.
Donor
AM19 PM19 PM15 UL11 LL11 LL15 LL19
AM19 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
PM19 100% 100% 73% 100% 100% 47% 55%
PM15 0% 73% 100% 42% 42% 39% 46%
Host UL11 0% 100% 42% 100% 100% 95% 95%
LL11 0% 100% 42% 100% 100% 95% 95%
LL15 0% 47% 39% 95% 95% 100% 95%
LL19 100% 55% 46% 95% 95% 95% 100%
Table 18: Inferred probability of having “NH” result in the experiments reported by Krneta-
Stankic et al. [25]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, black italic entries are
presumed results, and black normal entries are reported results. Calculated by taking
expectations over all configurations, with β = 0.1, J0 = 1, h0 = 1 and tissue similarity
chart C.
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adjusting each factor within a reasonable range does not prevent the inference results to
be reasonable. These inference results (Tables 8-18) altogether prove that our method is
robust under perturbations.
The exponential form of Pβ(σ) has an advantage: adding a constant to the penalty
function H(σ) does not affect Pβ(σ). Therefore, when calculating H(σ), we can omit some
terms that are constants for all configurations, namely those terms that only concern
experiments with known results.
When the tissue number is quite large, such that the normalization constant Zβ is dif-
ficult to calculate, the expectation of configurations can be approximated by some Markov
chain Monte Carlo methods, such as Glauber dynamics [27].
4 Inference for experiments with stochastic results
In Section 3, we develop a method to conduct inference on experiments with deterministic
binary results. In the experiments reported by Henry and Grainger [16] in Table 2, the
experimental results are stochastic: we have percentages for lens formation (corresponds to
“normal”) and no lens formation (corresponds to “abnormal”). We should not regard the
percentage matrix as a numerical matrix and try matrix completion methods, but should
regard the percentage matrix as a combination of several deterministic nominal matrices.
Consider a section of Table 2, [61% 58%], meaning lens-formation rates 61% (PLE11 to
LFR\PLE14) and 58% (PLE12 to LFR\PLE14). Denote lens-formation as “yes”, and no
lens-formation as “no”, then we can calculate the probability of [yes yes] = 61% × 58% =
35%, upon assuming independence. Similarly, the probabilities of other combinations are
P[yes no] = 61% × (1 − 58%) = 26%, P[no yes] = (1 − 61%) × 58% = 23%, P[no no] =
(1− 61%)× (1− 58%) = 16%. Then we have the decomposition
[61%yes 58%yes] = 35%[yes yes] + 26%[yes no] + 23%[no yes] + 16%[no no].
For each deterministic result configuration (e.g. [yes yes]), we can use the method in the
previous section to get the expected configuration of unknown experiments, then average
over all deterministic results by each one’s probability (e.g. 35%).
In detail, denote the result configuration of unknown experiments as σ, and the result
configuration of known experiments as ρ. For each configuration of known experiments ρ =
ρ0, we can calculate its probability by assuming the known experiments are independent:
P(ρ = ρ0) =
∏
i P(ρ
i = ρi0), as shown above. Then we apply the penalty function, and
calculate the conditional expectation E(σ | ρ = ρ0), same with the previous section. Last,
take expectation with respect to ρ, to get the overall expectation of unknown experimental
results:
E(σ) =
∑
ρ0
P(ρ = ρ0)E(σ | ρ = ρ0).
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Donor tissue
PLE11 PLE12 PLE14 PLE16 PLE19
LFR\PLE14 61% 58% 82% 93% 94%
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE16 39% 53% 88% 97% 97%
LFR\PLE19 4% 24% 83% 96% 100%
Donor tissue
AVE11 AVE12 AVE14 AVE16 AVE19
LFR\PLE14 29% 50% 14% 0% 0%
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE16 9% 7% 1% 0% 0%
LFR\PLE19 8% 13% 0% 0% 0%
Donor tissue
PVE11 PVE12 PVE14 PVE16 PVE19
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE14 11% 16% 4% 0% 12%
Table 19: Inferred probability of lens formation in the experiments reported by Henry and
Grainger [16]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, and black entries are reported
results. Calculated by taking expectations over all configurations, with β = 1.
We apply this method to the experiments reported by Henry and Grainger [16]. Experi-
ments that are neighboring in the table (e.g. {PLE11,LFR\PLE14} and {PLE12,LFR\PLE14})
have Jij = 1; otherwise set Jij = 0. For experiment {PLE16,LFR\PLE16}, set pij =
1 and hj = 1; otherwise set hj = 0. Tables 19,20 present the inferred probabilities
(red underlined) of lens formation under different values of parameter β. The results are
reasonable for both values of β.
5 Inference for experiments with multiple results
In the previous two sections, we only consider experiments with binary results. When there
are at least three possible results, such as in the experiments reported by Hamburger [15],
we need to modify the penalty function to properly describe predictions and similarities be-
tween experiments. There are many possible results for tissue transplantation experiments:
transdifferentiation into a new normal tissue, transdifferentiation into a new abnormal tis-
sue, normal development as host, abnormal development as host, normal development as
donor, abnormal development as donor, totally abnormal development, death.
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Donor tissue
PLE11 PLE12 PLE14 PLE16 PLE19
LFR\PLE14 61% 58% 82% 98% 98%
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE16 42% 56% 90% 98% 99%
LFR\PLE19 4% 24% 83% 98% 100%
Donor tissue
AVE11 AVE12 AVE14 AVE16 AVE19
LFR\PLE14 29% 50% 14% 0% 0%
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE16 5% 5% 0% 0% 0%
LFR\PLE19 8% 13% 0% 0% 0%
Donor tissue
PVE11 PVE12 PVE14 PVE16 PVE19
Host
tissue
LFR\PLE14 11% 16% 4% 0% 2%
Table 20: Inferred probability of lens formation in the experiments reported by Henry and
Grainger [16]. Red underlined entries are inferred results, and black entries are reported
results. Calculated by taking expectations over all configurations, with β = 2.
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The penalty function for binary experiment is
H(σ) = −
∑
i∼j
Jijσiσj −
∑
j
hjpijσj .
Here σiσj = 1 for σi = σj, and σiσj = −1 for σi = −σj; pijσj = 1 for pij = σj, and
pijσj = −1 for pij = −σj.
The product term σiσj describes the similarity between results σi and σj. We can
replace this term by a function between two results: f(σi, σj). This function should be
symmetric with two arguments σi, σj , and assign larger values for more similar results
σi, σj . The term pijσj describes the similarity between the result σj and the prediction pij ,
and can be replaced by f(pij, σj). The new form of penalty function is
H(σ) = −
∑
i∼j
Jijf(σi, σj)−
∑
j
hjf(pij, σj).
The probability of a configuration σ is still Pβ(σ) = e
−βH(σ)/Zβ , where β is a properly
chosen parameter, and Zβ =
∑
σ e
−βH(σ) is the normalization constant.
When the experiment has two possible results, the function returns to f(σi, σj) = σiσj
or its equivalent form.
We apply this method to the chick experiments reported by Hamburger [15] in Table
3. The function f for similarity is defined as: f(ND,ND) = f(AD,AD) = f(TA,TA) =
2, f(ND,AD) = f(TA,AD) = 0, f(ND,TA) = −1, since from ND to AD to TA, the
abnormality increases. For experiments with neighboring stages, set Jij = 1, otherwise set
Jij = 0. Since there is no prior knowledge, set hj = 0 for all experiments.
These experiments were fully conducted, so that there is no unknown result for us to in-
fer. Therefore we perform a “cross validation”, meaning that we assume some experimental
results are unknown, and use other known results to infer these “unknown” results. Finally
we compare the inferred results with real results, to evaluate our method. Each time we
assume one experiment is unknown, and use the results of the other five experiments to
conduct inference. Repeat this procedure for all six experiments. Since the experimental
results are stochastic, we apply the mechanism discussed in Section 4, namely choosing one
configuration of known results randomly, conducting inference, then taking expectations.
Tables 21,22 present the comparison between reported results (black) and inferred re-
sults (red underlined). Our inference method produces satisfactory results for experiments
at stages 2,4,5, under different values of parameter β. For experiments at stages 1,6,
each one is only similar to one known experiment, thus there is not enough information
to conduct reliable inferences. For the experiment at stage 3, the real results are maxi-
mum/minimum among all experiments, not similar to neighboring experiments 2,4. The-
oretically speaking, we cannot predict such outlier cases without additional experimental
information.
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Donor tissue
LB1 LB2 LB3 LB4 LB5 LB6
ND 36%
ND 52%
ND 58%
ND 57%
ND 83%
ND 57%
ND 61%
ND 57%
ND 39%
ND 31%
ND 9%
ND 36%
Host
tissue
CB at the same
stage with donor
AD 36%
AD 28%
AD 25%
AD 24%
AD 4%
AD 23%
AD 13%
AD 17%
AD 17%
AD 20%
AD 11%
AD 23%
TA 28%
TA 20%
TA 17%
TA 19%
TA 13%
TA 20%
TA 26%
TA 26%
TA 44%
TA 49%
TA 80%
TA 41%
Table 21: Inferred probability of results in the experiments reported by Hamburger [15].
Red underlined entries are inferred results, and black entries are reported results. Calcu-
lated by taking expectations over all configurations, with β = 1.
Donor tissue
LB1 LB2 LB3 LB4 LB5 LB6
ND 36%
ND 57%
ND 58%
ND 58%
ND 83%
ND 59%
ND 61%
ND 60%
ND 39%
ND 34%
ND 9%
ND 39%
Host
tissue
CB at the same
stage with donor
AD 36%
AD 26%
AD 25%
AD 22%
AD 4%
AD 20%
AD 13%
AD 13%
AD 17%
AD 15%
AD 11%
AD 18%
TA 28%
TA 17%
TA 17%
TA 20%
TA 13%
TA 21%
TA 26%
TA 27%
TA 44%
TA 51%
TA 80%
TA 43%
Table 22: Inferred probability of results in the experiments reported by Hamburger [15].
Red underlined entries are inferred results, and black entries are reported results. Calcu-
lated by taking expectations over all configurations, with β = 2.
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6 Discussion
In this paper, we provide a summary of tissue transplantation experiments for various
species, and develop a method to infer the unknown experimental results in different cases.
For each case, we conduct our inference method with different values of parameters, to
show that we do not need fine-tuning with parameters (or similarity charts) to produce
reasonable inference results.
We only apply our method to the first three experiments in Section 2. For the ex-
periments reported by Jones and Woodland [21] (Table 4), there are many unknown ex-
periments that are not similar to any known experiments, therefore our method fails to
produce reliable inference results. For the experiments reported by Arresta et al. [1] (Table
5), Elliott et al. [11] (Table 6), and Kao and Chang [23] (Table 7), donor tissues are not
similar, therefore experiments are not similar either, and our method cannot be performed.
Our method relies on the similarities between experiments. Therefore, to infer the result
of one experiment, we need to know the results of some similar experiments. For example,
the Xenopus laevis experiments reported by Krneta-Stankic et al. [25] consider lip and
mesoderm tissues, while the Xenopus laevis experiments reported by Henry and Grainger
[16] consider ectoderm tissues. We do not have any information about the transplantation
between lip/mesoderm and ectoderm tissues, thus our method fails to provide any inference
on such experiments. This is why we cannot unify all the available experiments of the
same species into a single table. Besides, how to determine such similarities between
tissues/experiments, in the sense of conducting inference, is an essential problem. This
requires a more fundamental understanding of various species.
We need much more experiments to verify the proper values of parameters J0, h0, β in
our method. Currently these parameters are taken rather arbitrarily, thus the results of
our method are not accurate, except the case in Section 5. Besides, there could be better
choices of penalty function and probability function.
Once the factors of our method have been determined, and we have known how to
use tissue properties to infer tissue similarities, we could enter a much higher level of
understanding on tissue transplantation with a relatively low cost: measuring the properties
of n tissues, then the results of n× n experiments are known.
Our method should not be limited to tissue transplantation experiments. There could
be other biological problems that fit our method. To apply our method, a problem needs to
have nominal entries, some known and some unknown, and their similarities are essential.
Besides, the prior knowledge should be relatively limited, otherwise there could be more
advanced tools.
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